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Abstract: Subset sum problem(SSP) is a problem to find subset of elements from the given sets whose sum adds 

up to a given number K. In this paper the  research work tries to find the approximate solution of SSP problem 

using genetic algorithm along with rejection of infeasible offspring. The research work has assumed that SSP 

problem consider sets of all non negative integer values. The work has been carried out for different sets of 

lengths from 10 to 100. Elements of the sets for varied lengths and number K have been generated randomly. 

Along with the GA based approximate method a penalty function has also been introduced to discard 

chromosome not fit for next population. Experimental work has been carried out in matlab for 10 runs of each 

sets and approximate results thus obtained have been analyzed. It has been shown that use of modified 

approach  have resulted in throw away of unwanted subsets which does not lead to approximate solution during 

the process.  
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I. Introduction 
The SSP is a Nondeterministic Polynomial complete (NP-complete) problem whose computational complexity is thought to 

increase exponentially as n increases. The n means terms number of a sequence in a NP-complete problem[1]. The class NP 

consists of those problems that are "verifiable" in polynomial time. This means that if we were somehow given a 

"certificate" of a solution, then we could verify that the certificate is correct in time polynomial in the size of the input to the 

problem [2,3]. A problem is in the class NP-Complete if it is in NP and it is as "hard" as any problem in NP. No polynomial-

time algorithm has yet been discovered for an NP-complete problem, nor has anyone yet been able to prove that no 

polynomial-time algorithm can exists for any one of them [2,3]. In this paper we present the research work applied to SSP 

using GA with penalty function. We start with overview of GA, SSP and then experimental work and results.  

 

II. Overview of GA 
Genetic Algorithms [4] are based on the principle of heredity and evolution which claims “in each generation the stronger 

individual survives and the weaker dies”. Therefore, each new generation would contain stronger (fitter) individuals in 

contrast to its ancestors. 

The process of Genetic Algorithm is as follows: 

a. Initialize Population 

b. Loop 

i. Evaluation 

ii.  Selection 

iii.  Reproduction 

iv.  Croosover 

v.  Mutation 

c.  Convergence 

 

The initial population is usually represented as a number of individuals called chromosomes. The goal is to obtain a set of 

qualified chromosomes after some generations. The quality of a chromosome is measured by a fitness function. Each 

generation produces new children by applying genetic crossover and mutation operators. Usually, the process ends while two 

consecutive generations do not produce a significant fitness improvement or terminates after producing a certain number of 

new generations. 

 

A. Selection 
Once the fitness evaluation process is done next step is to perform selection operation. Process of selection operation is 

based on the principle of ‘‘survival of the fittest’. Higher fitness valued chromosomes goes through reproduction. Lower 

fitness valued chromosomes are discarded. There are number of ways to implement this operator, but all relies on the 

concept that candidates with good fitness values are to be preferred over poor fitness values. The idea is to give preference to 

better individuals. This selection operation does the replication of candidate chromosomes with good fitness values and 

eliminating those with poor fitness values [5].  
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Fig. 1: Selection Operator on a Population of 4 Individuals[9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The research work uses roulette wheel selection method as selection operator [6]. It is also known as fitness proportionate 

selection method. 

B. Crossover [7,8] 
In the crossover operation mating of two chromosomes is performed that gives birth to two new offspring. This operation of 

crossover always happens with one parameter that is known as probability of crossover (ProC). When ProC is say 0.8 it 

means only 80% of the total population goes for crossover operation. Rests 20% chromosomes remain abstain from this 

operation and has no effect of crossover. Motive behind performing crossover operation is to explore new solutions and 

exploit use of old solutions.  GA  forms an optimum solution by mating two fit chromosomes together. Chromosomes with 

higher fitness will always have good selection probability then others with lower fitness values, thus a good solution moves 

from one generation to next generation 

 

Fig. 2: Single Point Crossover Explained 

 
C. Mutation [7, 8] 
Mutation involves changing one bit of a chromosome from 0 to 1 or viceversa. This is performed under the constraint 

parameter called probability of mutation (ProM). For example if ProM is 0.10 then 10% genes of total chromosomes will go 

for mutation. The concept of mutation is based on this natural theory that varying breeds are possible only by varying gene 

values. After this operation fitness quality of new chromosomes may be high or low then old ones. In case new 

chromosomes are poor then old ones they are removed during selection process. The motive behind mutation is regaining the 

lost and discovering varying breeds. For example: randomly mutate chromosome at position 5. 

Fig. 3: Mutation Operation Explained 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Basic Operation of Genetic Algorithm[9] 
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III. Subset Sum Problem(SSP) 

Given a set S of positive integers (s1,s2,s3,s4……..sn} and a positive integer K, the SSP is to find subset SS of S whose sum 

is closest to, K but not more than K. The problem has to be encoded in a suitable manner so each SS can be represented in a 

manner to run a genetic algorithm on the given problem practically. In the SSP we assume xi denote si in set S, where xi   

(0, l}, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . We define x, = 1 if si exists in S and xi = 0 otherwise. Thus SSP can be expressed as follows[1]: 

 

Minimize K-       
        (1) 

 

Subject to         
    ≤ K     (2) 

     

    Where  xi   {0,1} i=1,2,3,……..n  

 

IV. Rejection Procedure 

Given the length of set L there are total 2
L
 power sets of the set S. Further the problem is constrained 

optimization problem thus solution space will be part of the total search space which consists of total 2
L
 possible 

number of combinations to be analyzed for the approximate solution. When L increases it is clearly that search 

space increases exponentially. To alleviate this problem we apply the constraint as penalty function to GA. Thus 

during the operation of GA after fitness function we reduce the population by discarding those individuals 

where fitness values is greater than the K value. This results in coming down population by to some extent and 

we call this operation as reduction operation. This operation has been introduced and inserted into our method 

after fitness but before selection.  

 

V. Experimental Setup 

The research work has been carried out in MATLAB and complete program has been coded. The work has taken 

sets of size from 10 to 100. The sets as well as K have been generated randomly. As set length increase total 

power sets increases exponentially therefore the research work have used random 1000 power sets for each value 

of L. An approximation difference between actual and approximate value is kept as 10. The results have been 

generated for 10 different runs for each set. These are shown in the table. 

 

Table 1: Empirical results for 10 different runs and sets of various lengths 

L R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 AD 

10 (10,10) (38,48) (12,16) (37,37) (30,34) (44,48) (43,38) (33,40) (22,23) (55,57) 4 

20 (133,141) (176,173) (104,94) (101,98) (91,97) (64,68) (48,44) (125,128) (62,70) (124,116) 6 

30 (377,373) (420,415) (419,416) (160,158) (203,211) (426,429) (316,325) (210,205) (458,463) (457,454) 5 

40 (475,480) (584,581) (328,337) (658,658) (763,758) (423,429) (503,493) (354,360) (356,358) (733,737) 5 

50 (955,954) (485,476) (946,944) (655,649) (923,928) (1143,1147) (664,660) (848,845) (693,699) (872,874) 5 

60 (865,858) (1082,1075) (1440,1434) (1509,1509) (1312,1303) (1626,1620) (1125,1119) (977,985) (1083,1078) (1090,1089) 6 

70 (1799,1794) (1694,1699) (1583,1580) (1190,1183) (1075,1082) (857,850) (1628,1635) (1529,1537) (1258,1266) (2217,2209) 7 

80 (1844,1850) (1472,1477) (2344,2341) (1293,1291) (1338,1331) (2016,2015) (2964,2958) (3170,3165) (1428,1434) (3096,3089) 5 

90 (2051,2042) (2066,2060) (1797,1802) (1553,1559) (2022,2032) (2486,2480) (3717,3709) (2667,2669) (3934,3932) (2579,2584) 6 

100 (2102,2101) (2396,2406) (2839,2831) (2514,2506) (4597,4593) (3863,3861) (3398,3396) (3177,3167) (2508,2499) (2794,2794) 5 

In the table each entry (A,G) is represented as: A is the actual value of K  i.e. sum which we want to find, G is the 

value which algorithm has generated. R1…. R10 are various runs of the program for a fixed size length. AD is the 

average difference between actual and got value from algorithm. As can be seen from table not much difference 

can be seen between observed and desired value. Corresponding chromosome values can easily be displayed and 

once these related elements of sets are known desired value can easily be obtained.  

 

V. Conclusion & Future Work 

In this paper we have solved the SSP using genetic algorithm with penalty function over sets of different lengths 

ranging from 10 to 100. The use of penalty function has resulted in reducing the search space to a large extent 

and has produced desired results in a very less time. The difference value we have kept is 10 but it can be 

changed to some other value depending how close we want approximated result close to actual result. Many 
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other penalty functions can be used and results can be compared. Sample value can also be changed from 1000 

to some other values provided system does not lag. The lagging of system can be alleviated by the use of 

parallel algorithms.   
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